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Active Signature matching with rich stylus data 
Abstract: 
This publication disclosed a great stylus signature use case for login app/system, 
encryption/decrypt file and generating password. Signature on different people will be 
with different “Inking pressure”, “Holding force”, “Moving speed”, “Writing angle”, 
“Writing direction” and “Signature shape”. System can check such rich stylus data to do 
Signature Matching job. Signature is easier to remember and harder forged by hacker. 
Design Construction: 
The design constituted with electronic devices and active stylus. The electronic devices 
could be mobile phone, tablet computer, smart display, notebook computer, electronic 
white board, or accessory, etc. The electronic devices are equipped with stylus device 
which can receive stylus signal. The stylus device constructed with transparent 
receiving (Rx) and(or) transmitting electrodes (Tx) to detect stylus signal.  
The active stylus consists of one or more microcontroller and many sensors for 
detecting user activity. Sensors for “Inking pressure”, “Holding force”, “Moving speed”, 
“Writing angle”, “Writing direction” and “Signature shape” are implemented in the inner 
housing and under the pen body, which can provide mechanical support for the sensors 
and make sure consistent measurement on pen body deformation.   
Stylus can transmit information through pen tip module and additional Bluetooth or NFC 
module can be implemented to communicate with host electronic devices.  
Software Application: 
The Software Application/FW will build in Signature Matching algorithm. Algorithm can 
be implemented by any form like by SDK, LIB or customized App/FW. 
Signature can be applied for different applications: 
1. To login app/system 
2. To lock(encryption)/unluck(decrypt) file 
3. To generate password by stylus signature instead to key in password. 
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<Block Diagram of Stylus> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<Drawings> 
 Adding Signature management in App 
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<Flow Chart> 
 
 Login/Decrypt 
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 Signature/Password manager 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
* Note1 
– To show signature security level when user sign by stylus 
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* Note2 
– Be able to switch visibility be on and off when user signing by stylus 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Disclosed by: Wei-Hung Lin, Tai-Hsiang Chen and Simon Wong, HP Inc. 
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